HEALTH PROTOCOL
BABOLAT FRENCH U17 INTERNATIONAL 2021
1. Before the tournament
A certificate of negative test (PCR or antigen) dated less than 48 hours prior, or a certificate of
complete vaccination, is mandatory for any player/adult who wishes to access the venue.
The certificate or QR code can be a screenshot from your smartphone.
All the documents are kept strictly confidential. The documents will be permanently removed 5 days
after the tournament ends, in accordance with the French data protection regulations.
If your document is accepted, your accreditation will be available for collection upon your arrival at
Talence. If something is wrong, you will be contacted by email as soon as possible.
While travelling, all protection measures (face masks, social distancing...) must be respected. It is
recommended that everyone should proactively and regularly check their health status (including
taking their temperature and monitoring for any symptoms) before coming to the venue.
It is requested to not travel to the venue, or anywhere for that matter, if you feel unwell, fatigued,
have cold symptoms, a fever, cough, and in more severe cases shortness of breath - all of COVID-19’s
most common symptoms. If you have any of the above symptoms, please directly inform the
organisers or the tournament referee, and stay in your room.
2. During the tournament
Wearing a mask is compulsory during the whole tournament (except umpires while sitting on the
umpiring chair and players during their warm-up or match).
Each player/pair is only allowed 1 coach while playing.
Players have to arrive at the venue wearing their match outfit and personal equipment. No changing
room or lockers should be used.
Players must use their hotel room to shower after the match.
Observe the rules of cough hygiene and regularly wash your hands with soap/warm water or hand
disinfectant. Hand sanitising gel will be available throughout the venue. Washing hands will be
mandatory for players and Technical Officials at the end of every match, before leaving the court.
3. RT-PCR tests during the tournament
A RT-PCR test service will be provided on Friday 20/08. This service is made to ensure everyone
complies with the national measures on national/international travel for their return travels on
Sunday. In charge of players : payment (or Vitale card for French players).
Time slots will be announced a few days before the tournament, and during the team managers
meeting.

4. In case of suspected Covid 19 cases
In case of a suspected Covid 19 case, the concerned person must stop activity during the tournament
and must be isolated. An antigen and/or RT-PCR test has to be done as soon as possible.
A room in the competition venue will be provided by the organisers if anyone is feeling unwell or has
symptoms, to be safely isolated. A procedure will be decided with the Referee and the tournament
director to isolate the person from the other users. A safe root will be used to evacuate the person
from the venue, to their hotel room or home.

